The fast pace of the investment world requires access to information on the companies and people you invest in and do business with.

DDIQ's report gets you the information you need in minutes.

DDIQ breaks down facts into Company Information, Regulatory Actions, Adverse News & Events, Legal Cases and Reference Information.

Whether you're an investor, an asset manager, or a service provider, detailed information is critical to business. Decisions are too important to rely on a quick search engine check, and today's pace doesn't allow waiting for slow and expensive reports.
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DDIQ’s cognitive computing creates a Learning Loop to evaluate and categorize facts about your third parties. It even researches new leads it finds. Facts are categorized and populated to the DDIQ Report.

DDIQ is ideal for:
- Asset Managers
- Hedge Funds
- Wealth Management
- Venture Capital
- Mutual Funds
- Attorneys
- Brokers

DDIQ searches and finds information from hundreds of sources.

DDIQ accesses premium data sources, and even maps the open web for fast data extraction.

Where all Due Diligence Begins™

www.DDIQ.com